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ABSTRACT 

The mixture of three components, water, n-decane and AOT, is a well-known 
system that forms a "water-in-oil" microemulsion at room temperature and 
decomposes with increasing temperature, thereby being associated with a 
critical phenomenon. Experimental results in previous literature, indicate that 
the phsnomenon is interpreted to be that of the 3D-Ising, but we obtained the 
meanfield behavior of the susceptibility at "near-critical region" by a small 
angle neutron scattering. The observed spinodal and binodal points were well 
explained assuming the van der Waals free energy expression. 

INTRODUCTION 

An oil rich mixture of AOT (2-ethylhexylsulfosuccinate), water and n-decane is a 
well-known system which forms "water-in-oil" microemulsion, that is, water droplets coaled 
with AOT film dispersed in n-decane, at room temperature. The droplet size is supposed to be 
constant when the temperature or concentration is varied, provided that the ratio of the amount 
of water to that of AOT is kept constant, and thai the system remains to be mono-disperse. 
With increasing temperature, the system decomposes into two phases, droplet rich and poor 
domains. Below the decomposition temperature, a density fluctuation of the droplets occurs 
and grows stronger with increasing temperature. The density fluctuation determines the 
critical phenomena near the critical temperature 7"c.'-2t An observations by small angle neutron 
scattering (SANS) or light scattering (LS) may reveal that the correlation length and the 
susceptibility (osmotic compressibility) of the fluctuations become infinite at Tc according to 
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ABSTRACT 

The mixtme of伽切components、wa町、 n-decaneand AOT、isa well-known 
system that forrns a "water-In-oil" microemulsion at room tempera加配細川

decomposes with increasing temperatu問、 the陀 bybeing associated with a 
critical phenomenon. Experimental 陀 sultsin previous literatu問、 indicate曲at
曲ephsnomenon is inte申開館dto be血atof the 3D・Ising.but we obtained the 
meanfield behavior of the susceptibility a1 "ne釘・criticalregion" by a small 
angle neutron scattering.百leob田rvedspinodal and binodal points were well 
explained assuming the van der Waals free energy expression. 

INTRODUCTION 

An oil rich mixture of AOT (2・ethylhexylsulfosuccinate).water and n-d，郎副硲 isa 
well-known sys飽mwhich forrns "川町・in-oil"micrゅemulsion.曲atis.判断dropletsω蜘 d
with AOT film dispersed In n・decane、atroom temperatu陀.The droplet size is suppo鎚 dtobe
constant when the temperatu問 orconcentralion is varied. provi侮d曲at曲eratio of lhe amむunl
of water to白紙 ofAOT is kept constanl句 and由al曲esystem問mainsto be mono-disperse. 
With Increasing飽mperature.出esystem d民 ompo記 sinto two ph踊 es.曲。pletrich and pωr 
domains. Below the decomposition temperatu問.a density Ouc加ationof the droplets副司curs
and grows slronger with increasing隠mperatu回.The density Ouctuation determin~ 曲e
critic剖phenomenasi闘 rlhe critic凶飽mpera制時九.1.2)An ob記 rvationsby sm叫1angle si側 tron
scatωring (SANS) or light scattering (LS) may悶 V伺 1thal曲ecorrelation length and 恥
susceptibility (osmotic compressibility) of即 日uctuationsbe∞me infini総 atTc acc倒官fingto
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£ = fa ~v and % = £ + £ -r, where e = (T - Tc) IT is the normalized temperature and y; vare the 
critical exponents. From these observed critical exponents, one can determine the universality 
class of the system such as meanfield theory (7= 1.0, v = 0.5) or 3 dimensinal Ising model (7 
= 1.24, v = 0.63). Several authors2*6) have investigated this phenomenon with SANS or with 
LS. As summarized by Rouch et a/.,6> the present trend of interpretation of the observed 
critical exponents is those of 3D-Ising. However, the critical exponents are somewhat 
different from the exact values of 3D-Ising, for example, 7= 1.30 and v = 0.76. (Honorat et 
a/.5)) 

It must be taken into account that the meanfield theory is plausible in a "near-critical 
region", where a fluctuation of an order parameter increases exponentially but is not large 
enough as compared with the order parameter itself.7' Schwahn et a/.8 > and Bates et a/.9* 
recently verified the meanfield behavior in a near-critical region and a crossover to the Ising 
behavior for polymer blend systems. In micellar systems, some experimental evidences 
supporting the meanfield behavior were obtained by some authors10*. 

From these points of view, we have examined the critical behavior by the small angle 
neutron scattering at RIS0 National Laboratory for the 3 components microemulsion system, 
and showed the meanfield behavior for the critical exponent of the susceptibility at the near-
critical region. At the same time, we have determined the binodal points and the spinodal 
points for 4 compositions. The observed phase diagram was explained by introducing a 
phnomenological Gibbs' free energy expression in a framework of the van der Waals theory 
with the generalized Flory-Huggins parameters. In order to confirm the result, further 
experiments for other concentrations were performed at the new SANS spectrometers at JRR-
3M in JAERI. The meanfield behavior for the susceptibility was reproduced, but the critical 
concentration was not determined.11> 

THEORETICAL 

In case of an ionic surfactant, charged ions depart from the surfactant layer and drift 
inside the droplet, resulting in a charge fluctuation in each droplet Therefore an assumption of 
the van der Waals interaction between droplets is relevant12) Because the van der Waals 
model is equivalent to the meanfield approximation in describing critical phenomena, the 
model is suitable for the system which has the meanfield values of critical exponents. In this 
model, the Gibbs' free energy is known to be 1 3' 

F = Nyr(T)-NkBTln-fc{V-Nb)-M±-a , (I) 

where yr(T) is the free energy per particle of ideal gas, N the number of panicles, b the 
effective volume of each particle, and a an integrated potential energy of van der Waals force. 
By normalizing it in dimensionless form, 

with 0, the volume fraction of droplets which is the order parameter in this system, QmQV/ 
/v\ a volume assigned to each particle, and b'mb/Q, effective volume factor of each particle, 
where c(T) includes the ^-independent terms and %{Q, 7) = a/X2 2 F is the Flory-Huggins 
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THEORETICAL 

In ca民 ofan ionic surfactanl， charged ions depart from t恥 surfactantIayer and耐 a
inside the droplel， resul曲Igin a charge fluctuation in伺 .ch也'Oplel1berefore組踊sumptil叩 of
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E
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where '11fT) is山efree energy per particle of id伺 1g払 N曲enumber of 仰国cles.b t.he 
effective volume of each particle. and a an integraωd potential energy of van d町 Waatsfoo:e. 
By normalizing i1加 dimensionlessform. 

E-=・~! In.al-1--b .) + cσ>l・tt2Z(tt ， T)， (VIQ ~T - T ¥ -----¥tt -，. ~ ，-" 

wi曲。，曲.evolume fraction of droplets which is 恥 orderparameter in曲.issy蹴 m.Q.φVI
N. a volume assignedω 伺 chpa同cle.and b'.bl.a .eff恥tivevolume恥 ω，rof岨chpII1icle. 
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parameter. For a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) case, this parameter should be 
written as 

XW,T)=X^-Xa{<p) , (3) 

where Xh(<t>) is an enthalpic part and Xo(<t>) is on entropic part. The forward scattering is related 
with the Gibbs' free energy by the thermodynamical relationship 

5 ( 0 ) 1 = ^ = 2 ( r s - D , 
00^ 

with 

Ts(0) = J_ 
20 (!-#•) •tf' 

r(0,r) .^^-- r o(0). 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where rb and T 0 are called the generalized Flory-Huggins parameters. For a system with 
LCST, both the parameters r h and r G must be negative. From these equations, the 
temperature dependence oi J(0) yields 

where the spinodal temperature Ts is given by 

(7) 

n=r h / ( r 0 + rs). (8) 
AOT 

observed region 

n-decane 

Using these expressions, spinodal points 7"s and the 
generalized Flory-Huggins parameters r h and T 0 

can be determined experimentally. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

All the samples were prepared at the same 
water-to-AOT ratio as the 3 / 5 / 95 composition 
microemulsion, which is the mixture of 3g of AOT, 
5ml of water and 95ml of n-decane.2' The volume 
fraction of both the surfactant and water mixture 

^ a t e ragainst the n-decane, 0, is the order parameter. 
Fig.l Temaly phase diagram is displayed in because it is directly proportional to the droplet 
terms of the volume fraction of each density in the whole system (see Fig. I). The 99 % 
component The hatched area is the one phase (for RIS0 experiments) and 98 % (for JAERI 
region at room temperature, the arrow indicates experiments) AOT purchased from Aldrich 
the same AOT to water composition, and the chemical Company, 99.8% heavy water supplied 
rectangle shows the studied region. 
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where Xh( tt) is an enthalpic part加 dXofttJ is訓 entropicpart.百leforward scattering is rela凶
with由eGibbs'fr田 energyby由ethermodynamica1問lationship

収0)・1=主乙=川引，
i)tt ].・

with 

九(ゆ)a;-.J 
2tt (トttb')2' 

rh(ゆ)r(仇 T)竃一千一-r o(ゆ). 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

whe問 rband ro are called the generalizcd Flory-Huggins rarameters. For a sys悼mwilh 
LCST， both the par創netersrh and ro must be negative. From these equations. the 
temperature dependence 01 3(0) yields 

S仰)・1= 2rh (J--上i
¥T s T I 

(1) 

where出espinodal tempera加問 Tsis given by 

AOT 

Ts=凡/(ro+1二). (8) 

Using曲e詑 expressions、spinodalpoi附九胡d恥
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FII.I Temaly pbase di昭ramis display叫 inbecau揖 itis directly proponional to the droplet 
terms or 曲er~~lume"-fraction--~oi~e-;'ch density in the whole sysωm加eFi砲.1). 1"he 99鴨

αm伊醐lTbe baICI:削 areais tbe制御ぉ (forRISO experiments) and 98 %倫rJAE即
時蜘atlO咽臨nper醐眠 臨arrowindic蹴 sexperiments) AOT purcha田 d from Aldrich 
鵬組問 AfYfωwa蜘 αm抑制凪制臨 ChemicalCompany. 99.8~也 heavy WI!胞rsupplied 
rec:t岨gle蜘明白山diedre，o帥.
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by Merck and the 99% n-decane by Aldrich Chemical Company were used without any 
treatments. The mixtures were sealed in a niobium cell with 1 mm thick quartz-window. 

In the first experiments, SANS spectrometer in RIS0 National Laboratory was used. 
The incident neutron beam taken from reactor was monochromatized to be 15 A and 4 A by a 
mechanical velocity selector with a wavelength resolution of 18 %. A multi-wire 2 
dimensional proportional counter placed at 6 m apart from the sample position was used. The 
observed mementum transfar ranges over 2.3 X 10 3 < Q < 1.7 x 10 2 ( A 1 ] for 15 A and 1.7 X 
\Q2<Q< 6.6 X 10"2 [A 1 ] for 4 A incident neutrons. The sample cell was placed in a vacuum 
chamber contained in an electric furnace controled within 0.1 K by a computer. 

The second SANS measurements were carried out with the SANS (C3-2) and SANS-
U (CI-3) spectrometers at JRR-3M in JAERI, Tokai. The 6.4 A and 7 A incident neutron 
beams, taken from the cold neutron source and monochromatized by mechanical velocity 
selectors were used, respectively. Observed momentum transfar ranges over 5.5 X l(H ^ Q ^ 
1.4 X 10-2 [A-i] for SANS and 1.7 X 1 0 3 < Q < 3.3 X 1 0 2 lA '] for SANS-U, and the 
wavelength resolutions were 13 % and 10%, respectively. The multi-wire 2-dimensional 
position sensitive proportional counters placed at 10 m and 12 m apart from the sample 
position were used. The raw data were radially integrated and calibrated into differential cross 
sections versus wave-number using the incoherent scattering from a cell filled with light water 
as a standard sample for the cross section. The sample cell was placed in an electric furnace 
controlled within 0.005 K by two platinum resister temperature sensors and a PID-type 
control program running at a personal computer. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
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FigJ Temperature variation of die Guinier radius for 0 * 0.1031 
is shown. The solid line indicates die fitted straight line. The 
inset figure is an example of the scattering profile in the Guinier 
plot 

Following the discussions in 
INTRODUCTION, the droplet 
shape is assumed to be spherical. 
Inset of Fig. 2 shows the example of 
Guinier plot for 0 = 0.1031 obtained 
at RIS0. One finds a wide range of 
the straight line corresponding to the 
Guinier formula, thus the system is 
supposed to be mono-disperse. From 
the slope of the fitted line, a Guinier 
radius RQ was derived to be 53.4 A. 
As concerns the temperature 
dependence of the droplet radius, we 
found mat the droplet radius tends to 
decrease with increasing 
temperature with a rate of -0.33 
(A/KJ, in contrast to the belief so far 

I mat the radius was kept constant 
with a temperature variation (see 
Fig. 2). Thus we used the 
temperature dependent form factor 
using both the Guinier radius at 
certain temperature and the observed 
rate of changing. 
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Figure 3 displays a typical temperature variations of the structure factor in the Ztmm 
plot at low-Q region, below about Q = 8 x 1 0 3 [ A 1 ] , obtained at RIS0. If S{Q) follows the 
Ornstein-Zernike formula, the profile must be a straight line with a slope So"*^2 and an 
intercept on the ordinate at So'1, where So is the forward scattering and £ the correlation 
length. From the fitted straight line, the temperature dependence of the forward scattering So 
was obtained as are presented in Fig. 4. The inverse foiward scattering is found to be 
proportional to T within 10 K from the transition point. This means the critical exponent yfor 
the susceptibility % * s about 1.0, which is the meanfield value, and at the same time, the 
spinodal point can be obtained from the intercept of these fitted straight lines on the abscissa, 
and the binodal point is also obtained from the 'kink', where So stops to diverge. For other 
concentrations, $ = 0.0744, 0.0950 and 0.1278, we obtained the similar results. In Fig. 5, 
similar results observed at JAERI are shown. For several different concentrations, the 
meanfield behavior of the susceptibility at near-critical region was confirmed. 

The temperature variation of the susceptibility obtained at RIS0 was compared with 
eqs. (4) and (5). From the slope of the fitted straight line and the extrapolation onto the 
abscissa, J], and 7"s were given. The composition dependence of / ] , can be expressed by a 2nd 
order polynomial of the order parameter 0. as 

/],(0) = 1322 - 72920 <t> + 349900 0 2 [K], (9) 

(see Fig. 6(a)). We used b' = 4 because this value is typical from the textbook.13* Note that the 
value of b' was not effective to the final results. r s is calculated from eq. (5), and T 0 is 
calculated using the experimental value of Ts from eq. (8). The parameter r 0 also seems to be 
expressed by the 2nd order polynomial as 

T o (0) = -18.63 - 7.840 0 - 242.4 0: (10) 

(see Fig. 6(b)). Substituting eqs. (9) and (10) 

tf[xio*AJ] 
Fig. 3 Temperature variation of the scattering 
profiles for ^ * 0.1031 at near-critical region in 
Zimm representation. The solid lines indicate the 
fitted straight lines to the Omstein-Zerinike formula. 
The open circles are the data taken at AT * 7.69 K 
which is the difference from the spinodai 
temperature, the full circles at AT = 4.18K, the open 
squares at AT = 2.44 K, and the full squares at AT « 
0.81 K. 

3.40 

T Tl [HHK*1! 

Fig. 4 The temperature dependence of the observed 
forward scattering (susceptibility) for ^ * 0.1031 is 
presented. The vertical axis indicates the inverse 
forward scattering and the horizontal axis die inverse 
of absolute temperature. 
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凡(ゆ'>= 1322・72920tt+ 34仰∞tt2 [K]， (9) 

(民eFig. 6(a)). We u関 db' = 4 because this value is typical from the texl加Ok.13，NOle曲at曲e
value of b' was not effective to the fina! results. r二iscalculated from eq. (5).鍋 d日 is
calculated using由.eexperimental value of Ts from eq. (8).百lep創ヨmeterra also seemsωbe 
exp回 ssedby the 2nd order polynomial as 

ra{ゆ'>= -18.63・7.840tt・242.4ゆ2.

(see Fig. 6(b)). Substituting eqs. (9) and (10) 
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behavior was confirmed and both spinodal and binodal points were obtained. 
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to eq. (5), we obtain the 0-dependence of the spinodal temperature expressed in units of K as 

r s = 1322-729200+349900 0 : 

1 / ( 2 0 ( 1 - <t>b')2) - 18.63 - 7.840 0 - 242.4 0 2' (U) 
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which is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 6(c) and explains well the observed spinodal 
points. 

From the definition of T(eq. (4)), the free energy can be expressed as a function of the 
order parameter 0. The binodal 
points are usually given by 
calculating the points of contact of 
a common tangent line to the free 
energy curve with double 
minimum for each temperature. 
The solid line appearing in Fig. 
6(c), represents the calculated 
binodal line in this way. 

In Fig. 7, the detailed phase 
diagram between 0 = 0.092 and 
0.099 obtained at JAERI is shown. 
The spinodal line seems to explain 
the observed points well, but the 
binodal line has a little discrepancy 
with the observed points, and we 
could not find the critical point. 
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Fig. 7 Tne phase diagram obtained at JAERI. 
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indicate the Observed spinodal points and 
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and me solid lines ate the calculated spinodal 
and binodal lines. 
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to eq. (5)， we obtain血eφdependenceof曲espinodal temperatu悶 expres路din uniωofK錨
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The most important result of this experiment is the linding of meanfield behavior of 
the system at the "near-critical region". In this region, the correlation length is not very large. 
Approaching closer to the critical point, the correlation length grows more. Then the 
meanfield approximation must break down and another behavior, e. g., 3D-Ising, might 
appear. We suppose that the previous results in literature which indicated somewhat different 
values from the exact Ising values, might be due to such a crossover. Within the results 
obtained at JAERI, the meanfield behavior was confirmed, but the crossover was not found. 
The reason of the absence of the critical concentration is a future problem. 

To summarize, in order to explain the critical behavior, the van der Waals model with 
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter is introduced. Comparing the experimental results 
with the free energy expression, the phase diagram in terms of temperature versus droplet 
density is calculated. A reasonable result is obtained in the region of dilute water composition 
range where the structure is thought to be the dispersion of the water-in-oil droplets with the 
same radius. 
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